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The epigraph to Later, Robert Creeley’s moment booklet of poems released via New
Directions, enjoins the reader to "hold in mind/ All that has enjoyed you or been kind." This
dedication to the continuity of lifestyles on a delicate planet, constrained through either time and
space, has turn into more and more vital to a poet who, "if older," takes a definite satisfaction in
figuring out the bounds of the possible. the place his 1978 verse magazine hi chronicled an
exact trip (to New Zealand, Australia, and the some distance East), Later offers with an inside
exploration rooted in daily points of interest and sounds––the play of sunshine and shadow via a
window, the lap of waves on a beach. previous occurrences and expectancies are reconciled
with an attractiveness of inevitable change, and within the poignant identify series Creeley
marvels, "but now the sweetness of existence is/ that it truly is at all."
This assortment includes a few of Robert Creeley's longest poems. not less than the longest
that i have read. ahead of interpreting LATER, i used to be familiar with the Creeley of PIECES,
the Creeley of brief and fragmented poems. yet from the outset, this assortment proved to be a
departure. For example, some of the poems during this assortment reveal a preoccupation with
usual imagery, which i do not take into account from his prior collections...So sing this weather,
passing,grey and bluetogether, rain and sun. - For Pen (1)sunlightin courtyardbeyondsettles on
stump - NatureWhat's within the worldis water, earth,and fire,... - ChildishI'm a tender previous
guy right here on earth,sticks, dust, trees, people. - i like YouIn spite of which, there are
glimpses of early Creeley. His minimalism. His profundity. His play with language. His remark at
the poetic form....Think outof it -be here. - PSittingand thinking.Dreaming back - Ciano'slAnd I
wasnot asleepand I wasnot alone. - PoorThere are 3 poems entitled "For Pen"...I are looking to
be usefulto someone, I think,always - if no longer many,then one. - For Pen Later (1)Thinking
outof the center -it's up,it's down...It's that timeof day lightechoes the sunsetting westover
mountains.I are looking to come home. - For Pen (2)Last day of year,sky's a lightopen grey,
bluespaces appearin lateral tiers. - For Pen Later (3)And poems entitled "Later"...Money i do not
want.No position morethan one other - i am not here... - Later (1)Shan't be windingback in
bluegone timing ridiculous,nor lonelyanymore.... - Later (2)There looks a dialogue, Creeley with
himself, concerning the present of his kind because it departs Later from his early variety and
returns. the present is acknowledged...I'll now not write againthings a tender manthinks, no
longer the wordsof that feeling. - Afterme again. Notearth, sky, water - no mind, no time.No
island within the sun. - Later (1)I'm a tender outdated guy the following on earth,sticks, dust,
trees, people. - i admire YouCreeley's kind has regularly been informal, yet right here it takes on
a planned informality. Is the poet struggling with his outdated age ("Heat's thick/sun's bright//in
window still/early morning,//May, fifty-first birthday" - Loner) in an try to look endlessly youthful,
or Later is that this one other viewpoint at the similar Later dialogue, commenting at the currents
of the poet's style...Later. Thisis simply to say I wassomething or other, and also you dig it,that's
it, brother. - PeaceIf i'll take the world,and positioned it on its side, man,and squeeze simply
within the rightplaces. Wow.... - TwoLook atthat motherfucking smokestack - Blue Skies
MotelWhen i used to be a kid, Ithought like a child -I was once a kid,you dig it.... - Later (2)Am I
usefultoday? Will I fuck upthe fireplace? - Corn CloseThis wisdom and attainable self-

consciousness relating to previous age could have been as a result of the dying of the poet's
mother, whom the poet recognizes in a tribute... taking a look backnow, wishI'd talkedmore to
her.I triedin the hospitalbut our habitwas too deep -we didn'tspeak easily.Sittingnow, hereearly
morning,by myself,can pay attention her - - 4 Years LaterThis discussion turns out to arrive it
end Later within the moment poem entitled "Later". In it the end result of his questions on his
age, his style, approximately time, approximately poetry, come together, escaping the interior
discussion (Creeley with himself), and addressing the exterior reader...In testamentto a
willingnessto live, I,Robert Creeley,being of sound bodyand mind, admitto different
preoccupations -with the future, withthe past. yet now - yet now the sweetness of lifestyles Later
isthat it's at all,this sticky sentimentalwarm enclosure,feels position within the physicalwith
others,lets brain wanderto thinking about thought, then shall we pass of itself,finds a homeon
earth. - Later (2)
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